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Introduction
Inventory management – having the right
product in the right place at the right
time - is not a new concept in supply chain.
Supply Chain managers have always had
to deal with the conflicting demands of
trying to improve service whilst reducing
inventory. In today’s environment, new
complexities, such as shorter product life
spans, increased reliance on promotions
and longer global supply chains, are
adding to this challenge. The net impact
is that companies often do not fully
understand their product’s supply and
demand characteristics, employ the
wrong inventory strategy, and suffer the

of the underlying drivers of inefficiency

for another company suggested a potential

and a detailed analysis of the cost benefit

$10 – 20M uplift in EBIT. The following

trade-off in inventory decisions. Examples

document outlines an approach to help

from a variety of industries suggest that

companies tackle this problem and quickly

benefits generated from an inventory

realise these benefits.

improvement program often significantly
exceed any investment required in
implementation. Results are industry
specific but typically a working capital

“Results are industry specific
but typically a working capital
improvement of 5-10% and a
service level uplift of 5-15% is
achievable”

The Situation &
Consequences: Why is
inventory still a challenge?
Despite a wealth of information and
theory on the subject, managing inventory
remains at the top of the SC agenda.
This is easy to understand because of
the implications to sales and cash flow
of poor inventory management and

improvement of 5-10% and a service level

because the operating landscape is

uplift of 5-15% is achievable. Studies have

continuously changing. The following

The following white paper suggests

shown that for every 1% improvement

table presents a macro view of some of

that contrary to conventional thinking,

in service level, there is a corresponding

the current challenges and complications

companies can optimise their inventory

0.5% increase in sales, so this uplift is quite

that we see at our clients and in the wider

holdings to deliver higher service with a

significant. Reduction in inventory for one

environment.

reduced base stock level. Accomplishing

client freed up working capital in excess

his result requires a thorough derstanding

$30M whilst improvements in availability

consequences on their balance sheet
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Figure 1: Several factors act together to create an unbalanced inventory position
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The consequences of these and a
myriad of other issues often results in
holding:
a) TOO HIGH INVENTORY resulting in

• high cost of stock holding and reduced
working capital

• reduced profitability from discounting
/ write downs and increased risk of
obsolescence

• increased warehouse costs (including
offsite storage requirements and
transport associated)

b) TOO LOW INVENTORY resulting in

their product’s and their customers/

• stock outs, lost sales and often lost

suppliers behaviour and performance.

• service penalties for not hitting agreed

react to changes via robust systems, good

customers
SLA’s

• increased costs from having to use
priority freight

• poor freight utilisation due to suboptimal lot sizing

• increased resources required to manage

allocation activities for constrained stock

Conversely, they must be able to quickly
demand and supply planning processes
and well trained staff with clear roles and
responsibilities. This is often a much harder
task than it sounds!

An approach to help rightsize your Inventory

• a bad reputation in the market

Portland Group employs the following

To soften the impact of these challenges

the right level of inventory for their

and minimise the consequences of too

organisation and ensuring the right

little or much inventory, organisations

processes and policies are embedded

must have a strong understanding of

to sustain improvements. This approach

is based on several years of experience

order frequency, supply lead times, and

understand the characteristics of products,

working across a broad range of industries

service levels. If these are not properly

customers and suppliers. It is critical to also

to deliver real results and includes the

understood and monitored then wrong

be aware of business goals or constraints

following 5 key steps:

policies could be employed, adversely

in this step that could impact any future

impacting business performance.

recommendations.

• increased risk of pilferage
• increased cost of counting/handling
• increased insurance and taxes associated

approach in helping our clients determine

Figure 2: A 5 step approach to right-sizing inventory

Understanding Your Products,
Suppliers and Customers

Furthermore, several companies employ

Inventory holding requirements are an

risk of their product categories. This step

outcome of several demand and supply

requires a large amount of historical data

factors including demand variability

gathering and analysis in conjunction

(and forecast-ability), supply reliability,

with stakeholder interviews to better
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a one size fits all mentality which often
does not reflect the supply and demand

Assess Enablers
Enablers are the processes and mindsets
that reside within an organisation and
support good operational practices around
Inventory Management. It is essential that
these practices are supported by reliable
data and robust KPI’s with clear owners
and yearly targets. An example of a typical
gap in an organisations capability is a
poor S&OP process which does not boost
internal communication nor improve

model, often created with best of breed

devise strategies that will realise these

software, helps determine projected

saving. Here, a list of potential projects

availability levels for products by location

should be put together both to manage

to identify potential gaps. It can also be

stock and to manage ongoing inventory

constructed to determine stock holding

decisions. On slow moving stock for

levels required to achieve targeted service

example, practical activities such as

levels. Typically, clients hold too much

discounting the product to encourage

stock in some products while not enough

demand or finding overseas markets

in others. By rebalancing their stock it is

could be suitable. When considering

possible to achieve a high level of service
whilst simultaneously reducing stock (see
Typical Results). In addition, reports can

demand / supply visibility and therefore

be developed at this stage that identify

impacts an organisations ability to

orders that will increase stock holding or

adequately forecast and respond. Another

alternatively project which stock might

example might be limited training for

soon face shortages. These allow Inventory

supply planners resulting in poor decision

managers to react by expediting/cancelling

making and higher than necessary safety

orders and thus drive some quick wins. The

stock. It is therefore important to identify

benefits in all of these areas (both short-

current processes, systems and people

and long-term) can be quantified and

gaps and suggest areas for improvement

aggregated to provide a collective view of

or redesign during this stage.

the potential impact to working capital.
Opportunities in several areas can often

Model, Optimise & Quantify

be realised immediately (e.g. cancelling

At step 3 a comprehensive inventory

internal initiatives.

orders) which then help to fund other

model is built utilising historical sales,
purchasing (including outstanding orders),

these options, it is critical to work closely
with stakeholders across the organisation
(e.g. Marketing, Finance) as they may
have a tactic that has not been explored
or may be impacted by the strategy. 5.
Implementation and Support As the
saying goes, failing to plan is planning
to fail. The last and most important step
is to realise opportunities by ensuring
that the right plans (activities, resources,
communications, etc.) are developed.
This is where risks should be tabled and
mitigation strategies employed. Specifically
individual owners should be held
accountable for delivery of activities with
clear links to their personal performance
reviews. If several initiatives are required,
a programme office can be helpful to

inventory data, and a categorisation

Strategy Development

of existing products based on forecast

While it’s good to identify and quantify

organisation is not overburdened and

accuracy or sales volume ranking. The

opportunities, it is equally important to

results are achieved.

ensure implementation is tracked, the
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Typical Results
Cost benefits will vary depending on industry but typically a stock reduction of 10-20% and a service improvement of 5-15% from current
levels are concurrently achievable. The largest benefits we have seen at clients are a greater than 50% reduction in stock and an improvement
of >20% in service levels to customers (see graphs below). We have also seen immediate uplift in sales resulting from improved product
availability.

Summarising the key short- and long-term

automated

benefits of implementing a structured
approach to inventory management are:

Hard Benefits
•

Increased sales and improved margins
(e.g., through reduced reliance on

Soft Benefits
•

•

•

One off financial benefits in stock
reduction through right-sizing to meet

•

•

Cancellation of orders that would result

levels; increased sales

understands its products, customers

Happy employees: less blame and fire-

Happy suppliers: less expediting/deexpediting of stock

service and working capital targets
•

Improved visibility (reporting)

in an unnecessary increase in stock

Although this appears to be quite a

levels

complex exercise, the process (excluding

Expedition of orders that would have
resulted in lost sales through better
prediction of future stock plans

•

Decreased write-downs/offs

•

Reduced resource costs as processes
that were often manual and are now
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will only intensify in the future and
it is important that an organisation

communications across functions
•

It is anticipated that inventory challenges

Happy customers: improved service

fighting; less resource intensive; better

discounting)

Conclusion

implementation) can be completed quite
rapidly (between 4 – 8 weeks) depending
on the number of products and locations
in an organisations SC. Implementation
will vary based on the opportunity and
strategy deployed.

suppliers and enablers in creating
inventory policy. Those that do it well
will not only reduce working capital and
improve service levels but improve sales at
the expense of their competitors.
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